... TO TASTE & ENJOY
CHOCOLATE

ID-KIT
Who 20 years ago, Dominique Persoone and

his wife Fabienne took their first steps into the
world of chocolate. Today, The Chocolate Line
is honoured everywhere as ”the number 1 in the
world”. Dominique lives by his motto “follow
your dreams”, and so the story goes.
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PORTRAIT

AMAZING,
FUN &
CRAZY
Talk to Dominique
Persoone for a few
minutes and the
words you’ll hear
again and again are
“amazing”, “fun”
and “crazy”. It’s
fitting, because
those are the
words that best
sum up the Bruges
chocolatier, his
outlook on life and
the chocolates he
creates.
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“For me, there’s one law:
when it’s good,
it’s good, and when
it’s bad, it’s bad. “
SERIOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
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ersoone set up The Chocolate Line in Bruges almost
25 years ago – “a long time ago, when I still had
hair” – just him, his wife and his mother-in-law. His empire
now includes a store in Napoleon’s former palace in
Antwerp, his own cocoa plantation in Mexico, contracts to
supply Michelin-starred restaurants, and clients as far afield
as Japan and Dubai. Not to mention collaborations with
renowned chefs Ferran Adrià and René Redzepi, regular TV
appearances and requests to give demonstrations around
the world. Crazy indeed!

“We started very small,” he explains at his factory in a
Bruges suburb, with beehives on the roof and machetes on
the wall - souvenirs of the far-flung countries his work has
taken him to. “My mother-in-law helped us at first and then
the company grew and grew, and now there are thirty-nine
of us.” We have people working in the original shop in
Bruges, in Mexico, here at the factory, and in the stunning
boutique in Antwerp’s Paleis op de Meir. “It’s amazing,” he
says of that store. “Last year it was named the most beautiful chocolate shop in Europe. It’s the original kitchen of the
palace where Napoleon used to live. Working there is not
easy, because the building is listed. You have to respect the
history, and at the same time be OK with the hygiene laws,
but it’s really fun.”
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The Chocolate Line “paint”
Chocolate painting at The
Chocolate Line, Antwerp
Shopping at The Chocolate
Line, Antwerp
“The chocolate King”
demonstrates the working of
the chocolate sniffer, which
he designed for a rock ‘n
Rolling Stones party

If you search for Persoone online, the one thing you can’t
avoid is the chocolate shooter, a contraption for snorting powdered chocolate that he developed for a Rolling
Stones party . He’s worked with the Red Hot Chili Peppers
and Smashing Pumpkins, and was the official chef of the
hugely popular Tomorrowland music festival, another
successful Flemish export product. But there’s a lot more to
the tattooed chef than rock’n’roll. And though his flavours
are fun, he’s serious about craftsmanship and tradition.
“I’m one of four chocolatiers in the Michelin guide, and
because of that I have the honour of being the chocolate

supplier to Michelin-star
restaurants like Hof van
Cleve and Hertog Jan in
Flanders” he explains. “Of
course, I’m known for
making crazy creations and
having fun. I do crazy stuff
and I love it. But,” he insists,
“all I’m really doing is trying
to improve the old classic
recipes with new techniques.
And that’s something that,
like so much, has been simplified by technology.
It used to be that when you
roasted hazelnuts to make
praline, the roasting would
be uneven: too cooked at
the edges and not cooked
enough in the middle. How
to get round that? Persoone
has come up with a typically
ingenious solution. “We use
a wind machine, so the nuts
are flying around and roasting at the same time, that
way the roasting is perfect,”
he explains. “The machine
isn’t really for making
praline, of course, but it’s an
amazing machine. It’s stupid,
too, because this way is so
expensive! You have to drive
to Italy, buy the machines…
Most of my colleagues are
trying to find a balance

DOMINIQUE’S
FAVOURITES
Rock-Fort here in
Bruges is really good.
They serve high quality
food and make suprising
combinations.
www.rock-fort.be

Brugse Biertje, that’s an
amazing beer pub where
you have all the different
kinds of beer, really old
school. It’s not fancy
or commercial, but it’s
always a full house.

Dominique’s
chocolate drink
with fresh herbs
Serves 8

150 g dark chocolate
300 ml semi-skimmed milk
100 ml cream
120 g fresh basil leaves
80 g fresh tarragon leaves
100 g fresh mint leaves
Water
Pinch of baking soda
1. Chop the chocolate into small pieces
and place in a heatproof bowl. Heat
the milk and cream and pour over
the chocolate, mixing until all the
chocolate is melted. Cover the bowl
and set aside until cooled, then chill in
the fridge.
2. Wash the herbs. Bring the water
to the boil and add the baking soda.
Blanch the herbs in the boiling water
for a few seconds, then plunge them
directly into a bowl of ice-cold water.
Remove and mix to a smooth green
coulis. Pass the coulis through a fine
sieve.
3. Whizz the chocolate into a foam
using a stick blender, then do the same
with the herbs. Pour the chocolate
into a cup and add a few spoons of the
herb coulis on top. Serve immediately.
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www.brugsbeertje.be
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Dominique’s
chocolate mojito
granita
Serves 4

EXPERT ADVICE
SYLVIE LEJOUR
MEETING CONSULTANT

DOMINIQUE PERSOONE

between quality and producing as cheaply as possible, but
me, I’m the worst businessman in the world. I’m sure of
it! Fortunately, I have an amazing wife who takes care of
money matters, while I look for the highest quality.”

200 ml water
20 g cocoa powder
65 ml lime juice
45 g grated lime zest
200 g cane sugar
60 g dark chocolate
45 ml rum
30 cl sparkling water
25 g fresh mint leaves, washed and
finely chopped
1. Add the cocoa powder, lime juice,
zest and sugar to the water and
bring to boil. After 1 minute, add the
chocolate and stir until it melts. Add
the rum and sparkling water and mix
well, then add the mint leaves.
2. Pour the mixture into a container
(an old ice-cream tub is ideal) and
freeze. Every 30 minutes, break up the
ice with a fork, repeating until the ice
has a loose texture.

More of his chocolate recipes
in this book:
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And he’s gone to extraordinary lengths to achieve it.
“For me, the most basic of basic in making chocolate is
the bean,” he says. “The best and most exclusive one is the
criollo. I discovered a farm that produces amazing criollo
beans and wanted to buy large quantities. That was not
possible, so I set up my own plantation. It’s beautiful.”

“I always
follow my
heart and
my gut
feeling, and
if you do
that you can
achieve the
world.”
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OPEN MINDED

His creations using those beans include flavours like tomato, tobacco, soy sauce, fried onions and bacon, and inspiration comes from the strangest places. “One day I went
to the pet shop to buy food for my dogs,” he says.
“I noticed the parrot food: flax seeds, poppy seeds,
sunflower seeds, pumpkin seeds, and I thought, maybe
you can make pralines with this. We did a test and it was
amazing. So we got those ingredients with all the official
food safety papers and now we make pralines with them.
Crazy, huh? You just have to have an open mind. When we
have our team meetings, my team often look at me like, uh
oh, what’s he talking about now, but when they follow my
ideas they always say: why didn’t I think of that?”
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on the science of flavours
and ingredients. But in the
end, I always follow my instincts,” he says. “It’s the only
thing I know. I don’t know
anything about football or
cars or cycling. That’s all
boring to me. It’s food that
excites me!

Persoone and his chocolatier colleagues are
recognised the world over
And what about those flavours? “When I started making
chocolates with wasabi, olive oil, and other strange flavour for the quality of their
produce, but what is it that
combinations, people were saying I was a wacko, and a
makes Belgian Chocolate
lot of people didn’t even want to taste them,” he recalls.
the absolute best? “At
“But the mentality is changing. Today’s customer wants
adventure. For me, there’s one law: when it’s good, it’s good, the beginning of the last
and when it’s bad, it’s bad. You just have to be honest with century we had amazing engineers who made
yourself. Sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn’t.”
amazing machines, which
CHOCOLATE COLLABS
were able to mix the paste
Being a master chocolatier is a heady mix of calculation
very thin – we mix it half as
and inspiration and Persoone finds himself at the confluthin as they do in the UK,
ence of science and art. “I work a lot with scientists and it’s for example – and when
really inspiring,” he says. “We did a test a few months ago
the paste is very thin, the
on the influence of sound when you’re eating chocolate,
flavour gets much stronreally wacko, but it was fun and we learned a lot. I worked ger,” Persoone explains.
with the amazing professor Charles Spence from Oxford
Belgium’s strict food laws
University, and with Bernard Larousse from FoodPairing,
also dictate what can and

Chocolate offers lots of
interesting possibilities
for team-building
activities in Bruges.

can’t be labelled chocolate.
Another important factor
is the number of people
wanting to join the industry. Enrolment at cooking
schools is steadily decreasing, but the chocolate
schools are going strong.
“Everybody loves chocolate
and everybody wants to be
a chocolatier,” he says, “and
when you have a lot of
people practising the same
profession, quality goes up,
because you learn from
each other.”
Recently, he worked with
London tattoo artist Henry
Hate, following a chance
encounter on a TV show

“Chocolate offers lots of interesting
possibilities for team-building activities
in Bruges. Start the day at luxury hotel
De Tuilerieën where the breakfast
buffet comes complete with chocolate
fountain.
Then set out for a walk through the
city. Let a guide from S-wan take you
and your group on a ‘Choc! Around
the clock!’ tour and discover Bruges’
most exclusive chocolate emporia,
where ‘the black gold’ is made and
sold. Amongst others, this tour
will take you to the haute couture
chocolate boutique BbyB and the oldschool, family run Confiserie De Clerck.
Don’t forget to include a visit of the
chocolate museum Choco-Story.
You can hire this venue after hours
and learn to make pralines, truffles
and chocolate sculptures. Add some
sparkling wine and you’ll get the
perfect event.”

broadcast in Flanders. The result was a series of chocolates
covered in tattoo designs, with the proceeds going to the
Amy Winehouse Foundation. And these collaborations are
second nature to Persoone. “It’s important to be open to
these things,” he says. “Thirty years ago, a chocolatier was
someone who made chocolates in his kitchen and a tattoo
artist was someone who inked names on drunk sailors.
But when you open up to working together, you can make
amazing things. I get some very strange requests, but it’s
fun. Sometimes you do stupid things that don’t work out,
but you’ve lost nothing. It’s important not to get depressed
about it.”
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Shopping in Bruges
Chocolatier from Choco-story
making chocolates
Chocolate workshop
Enjoying Bruges
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BRUGES

HERITAGE

The Chocolate line

Simon Stevinplein 19, Bruges
Paleis op de Meir 50, Antwerp

www.thechocolateline.be
NATURE
& PARCKS

And looking back, did he set out to be the rock’n’roll ‘shockSTAR
olatier’ he’s become known as? “I did one birthday party for RESTAURANTS
BRUSSELS
the Rolling Stones and made chocolates for the SmashingARCHITECTURE
Pumpkins, but it’s not a business plan,” he insists. “I never
had a business plan. I’m the worst manager in Belgium! But
NATURE
BRUSSELS
ART
& PARKS
I always follow my heart and my gut feeling, and if you do
ART
that you can achieve the world.”

De Tuilerieën HHHH

Dijver 7, 8000 Bruges

www.hoteltuilerieen.com

S-wan

Huis ter Beurze
Vlamingenstraat 35, 8000 Bruges

www.s-wan.be
BRUGES

ANT

Choco-Story

Wijnzakstraat 2, 8000 Bruges
CHOCOLATE

BRUGES

LEUVEN

MECHELEN

www.choco-story-brugge.be
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